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This book presents a unique and up-to--
date  summary  of  what  is  known  about
groundwater on our planet, from a global
perspective  and  in  terms  of  area-specific
factual information. Unlike most textbooks
on groundwater, it does not deal with theo-
retical principles, but rather with the over-
all  picture  that  emerges  as  a  result  of
countless observations,
A lively account of fluoridation and its dis-
contents  Since  its  first  implementation  in
Grand Rapids,  Michigan,  in  1945,  public
drinking  water  fluoridation  and  its  atten-
dant conflicts, controversies, and conspira-
cy theories serve as an object lesson in
American science, public health, and poli-
cymaking. In addition to the arguments on
the  issue  still  raging  today,  the  tale  of
fluoridation  and  its  discontents  also  reso-
nates with such present concerns as genet-
ically  modified  foods,  global  warming  re-
sponse, nuclear power, and environmental
regulation. Offering the best current think-
ing on the issue, The Fluoride Wars pre-
sents a witty and detailed social history of
the  fluoridation  debate  in  America,  illumi-
nating  the  intersection  of  science  and
politics  in  our  recent  past.  This  read-
er-friendly  assessment  explores  the  pro-
and anti-fluoridation movements, key play-
ers, and important events. Full of amusing
and vivid anecdotes and examples, this ac-
cessible recounting includes: A careful and
non-condescending look at  the hard sci-
ence,  popular  science,  pseudo-science,
and  junk  science  involved  A  look  at
fluoride  issues  including  dosage,  cost,
financial  and  funding  interests,  fluorosis,
and  problems  of  risk-cost-benefit  analysis
The  back-and-forth  drama  between  pro-
and  anti-fluoridation  factions,  with  all  its
claims,  counterclaims,  insults,  acrimony,
and lawsuits Case studies of various cities
and their experiences with municipal wa-
ter  fluoridation  initiatives  Fluorophobia
and popular conspiracy theories involving
fluoride  The  colorful  characters  in  the  de-
bate including activists,  scientists,  magi-
cians, and politicians A richly and consider-
ately  told  tale  of  American  science  and
public life, The Fluoride Wars offers an en-
grossing history to both interested general
readers  and  specialists  in  public  health,

dentistry, policymaking, and related fields.
Offers a comprehensive volume discussing
groundwater  problems  in  coastal  areas,
spanning fundamental science to practical
water management.
Hydrogeology: Principles and Practice pro-
vides acomprehensive introduction to the
study of hydrogeology to enablethe reader
to appreciate the significance of groundwa-
ter in meetingcurrent and future water re-
source challenges. This new edition has-
been  thoroughly  updated  to  reflect  ad-
vances  in  the  field  since2004.  The  book
presents a systematic approach to unders-
tandinggroundwater.  Earlier  chapters  ex-
plain the fundamental physical andchemi-
cal  principles of  hydrogeology,  and later
chapters featuregroundwater investigation
techniques in the context of catchmentpro-
cesses, as well as chapters on groundwa-
ter quality andcontaminant hydrogeology.
Unique features of the book are chapter-
son the applications of environmental iso-
topes and noble gases inthe interpretation
of aquifer evolution, and on regionalcharac-
teristics such as topography, compaction
and  variable  fluiddensity  in  the  explana-
tion  of  geological  processes  affecting
past,present  and  future  groundwater  flow
regimes. The last chapterdiscusses ground-
water resources and environmental man-
agement, andexamines the role of ground-
water  in  integrated  river  basinmanage-
ment, including an assessment of possible
adaptationresponses to the impacts of cli-
mate change. Throughout the text, boxes
and a set of colour plates drawn fromthe
authors’ teaching and research experience
are used toexplain special topics and to il-
lustrate international case studiesranging
from  transboundary  aquifers  and  sub-
marine groundwaterdischarge to the over--
pressuring of groundwater in sedimentary-
basins. The appendices provide conversion
tables and usefulreference material, and in-
clude review questions and exercises,with
answers,  to  help  develop  the  reader’s
knowledge andproblem-solving skills in hy-
drogeology. This accessible textbook is es-
sential reading for undergraduate andgrad-
uate students primarily in earth sciences,
environmentalsciences and physical geog-
raphy with an interest in hydrogeology or-
groundwater  science.  The book will  also

find use amongpractitioners in hydrogeolo-
gy, soil science, civil engineering andplann-
ing who are involved in environmental and
resource protectionissues requiring an un-
derstanding of groundwater. Additional re-
sources  can  be  found  at:  ahref="htt-
p://www.wiley.com/go/hiscock/hydrogeolo-
gy"www.wiley.com/go/hiscock/hydrogeolo-
gy/a
The authors preceive a trend in the study
and  practice  of  groundwater  hydrology.
They see a science that is emerging from
its geological roots and its early hydraulic
applications into a full-fledged environmen-
tal science. They see a science that is be-
coming  more  interdisciplinary  in  nature
and of greater importance in the affairs of
man. This book is their response, and they
have provided a text that is suited to the
study of groundwater during this period of
emergence.
This book presents a comprehensive, up--
to-date review of technologies for cleaning
up contaminants in groundwater and soil.
It provides a special focus on three classes
of  contaminants  that  have  proven  very
difficult to treat once released to the sub-
surface: metals, radionuclides, and dense
nonaqueous-phase liquids such as chlori-
nated  solvents.  Groundwater  and  Soil
Cleanup was commissioned by the Depart-
ment of Energy (DOE) as part of its pro-
gram to clean up contamination in the nu-
clear weapons production complex. In addi-
tion to a review of remediation technolo-
gies, the book describes new trends in reg-
ulation of contaminated sites and assesses
DOE's program for developing new subsur-
face cleanup technologies.
Groundwater Hydrology of Water Resource
Series - Water is an essential environmen-
tal resource and one that needs to be prop-
erly managed. As the world places more
emphasis  on  sustainable  water  supplies,
the demand for expertise in hydrology and
water  resources  continues  to  increase.
This series is intended for professional en-
gineers, who seek a firm foundation in hy-
drology and an ability to apply this knowl-
edge to solve problems in water resource
management. Future books in the series
are:  Groudwater  Hydrology  of  Springs
(2009),  Groudwater  Hydrology  of  River
Basins  (2009),  Groudwater  Hydrology  of
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Aquifers (2010), and Groudwater Hydrolo-
gy of Wetlands (2010). First utilized as a
primary source of drinking water in the an-
cient  world,  springs  continue  to  supply
many of the world's cities with water. In re-
cent years their long-term sustainability is
under pressure due to an increased de-
mand from groundwater users. Edited by
two world-renowned hydrologists, Ground-
water Hydrology of Springs: Theory, Man-
agement,  and  Sustainability  will  provide
civil  and environmental engineers with a
comprehensive  reference  for  managing
and  sustaining  the  water  quality  of
Springs.  With  contributions  from experts
from around the  world,  this  book  cover
many of the world's largest springs, provid-
ing a unique global perspective on how en-
gineers around the world are utilizing engi-
neering  principles  for  coping  with
problems such as: mismanagement, over-
exploitation and their impacts both water
quantity and quality. The book will be divid-
ed into two parts: part one will explain the
theory and principles of hydrology as they
apply to Springs while part two will provide
a rare look into the engineering practices
used to manage some of the most impor-
tant Springs from around the world. De-
scription of the spring and the aquifer feed-
ing it Latest groundwater and contaminant
transport models Description of sources of
aquifer use Understanding of contamina-
tion and/or possible contamination A plan
for management and sustainability
This second edition is extensively revised
throughout  with  expanded  discussion  of
modeling  fundamentals  and coverage of
advances in model calibration and uncer-
tainty analysis that are revolutionizing the
science of groundwater modeling. The text
is intended for undergraduate and gradu-
ate level courses in applied groundwater
modeling and as a comprehensive refer-
ence for environmental consultants and sci-
entists/engineers in industry and govern-
mental agencies. Explains how to formu-
late a conceptual model of a groundwater
system and translate it  into a numerical
model  Demonstrates  how modeling  con-
cepts, including boundary conditions, are
implemented  in  two  groundwater  flow
codes--  MODFLOW  (for  finite  differences)
and FEFLOW (for finite elements) Discuss-
es particle tracking methods and codes for
flowpath  analysis  and  advective  transport
of  contaminants  Summarizes  parameter
estimation  and  uncertainty  analysis  ap-
proaches using the code PEST to illustrate
how concepts are implemented Discusses
modeling  ethics  and  preparation  of  the
modeling report Includes Boxes that ampli-
fy and supplement topics covered in the
text Each chapter presents lists of  com-
mon  modeling  errors  and  problem  sets

that illustrate concepts
This  ground-breaking  work  is  the  first  to
cover  the  fundamentals  of  hydrogeo-
physics from both the hydrogeological and
geophysical  perspectives.  Authored  by
leading  experts  and  expert  groups,  the
book starts out by explaining the funda-
mentals  of  hydrological  characterization,
with focus on hydrological data acquisition
and measurement analysis as well as geos-
tatistical approaches. The fundamentals of
geophysical  characterization  are  then  at
length,  including  the  geophysical  tech-
niques that are often used for hydrogeolog-
ical  characterization.  Unlike other books,
the geophysical methods and petrophysi-
cal discussions presented here emphasize
the theory, assumptions, approaches, and
interpretations that are particularly impor-
tant for hydrogeological applications. A se-
ries of hydrogeophysical case studies illus-
trate  hydrogeophysical  approaches  for
mapping hydrological units, estimation of
hydrogeological parameters, and monitor-
ing of hydrogeological processes. Finally,
the book concludes with hydrogeophysical
frontiers,  i.e.  on  emerging  technologies
and stochastic hydrogeophysical inversion
approaches.
Offers  an  overall  introduction  to  the  field
of chemical hydrology, useful to profession-
als from a wide variety of training back-
grounds.  Provides  working  professionals
with an all-in-one source of reference to hy-
drogeological  literature.  Brings  together
basic concepts from organic chemistry and
microbiology to support their applications
to  hydrogeology  and  presents  examples
from  the  literature  that  use  these  con-
cepts. The emphasis is on practical, real--
world problems, with coverage of the theo-
retical basics but a focus on applications.
For hydrogeologists, environmental scien-
tists, environmental specialists, soil scien-
tists, and hydrologists.
This book explores the application of the
open-source software OpenGeoSys (OGS)
for hydrological numerical simulations con-
cerning conservative  and reactive  trans-
port modeling. It provides general informa-
tion on the hydrological and groundwater
flow  modeling  of  a  real  case  study  and
step-by-step model set-up with OGS, while
also highlighting related components such
as the OGS Data Explorer. The material is
based on unpublished manuals and the re-
sults  of  a  collaborative  project  between
China  and  Germany  (SUSTAIN  H2O).
Though the book is primarily intended for
graduate students and applied scientists
who deal with hydrological modeling, it al-
so  offers  a  valuable  source  of  information
for professional geoscientists wishing to ex-
pand  their  knowledge  of  the  numerical

modeling of hydrological processes includ-
ing  nitrate  reactive  transport  modeling.
This book is the second in a series that
showcases further applications of computa-
tional modeling in hydrological science.
Building on the success of its 1993 prede-
cessor,  this  second edition of  Geochem-
istry, Groundwater and Pollution has been
thoroughly re-written, updated and extend-
ed to provide a complete and authoritative
account  of  modern  hydrogeochem-
istry.Offering  a  quantitative  approach  to
the study of groundwater quality and the
interaction of water, minerals,
The  earth’s  cryosphere,  which  includes
snow,  glaciers,  ice  caps,  ice  sheets,  ice
shelves, sea ice, river and lake ice, and
permafrost,  contains  about  75%  of  the
earth’s fresh water. It exists at almost all
latitudes,  from the  tropics  to  the  poles,
and plays  a  vital  role  in  controlling  the
global climate system. It also provides di-
rect  visible  evidence  of  the  effect  of  cli-
mate  change,  and,  therefore,  requires
proper understanding of  its  complex dy-
namics. This encyclopedia mainly focuses
on the various aspects of snow, ice and
glaciers, but also covers other cryospheric
branches, and provides up-to-date informa-
tion and basic concepts on relevant topics.
It includes alphabetically arranged and pro-
fessionally written, comprehensive and au-
thoritative  academic  articles  by  well--
known international  experts in individual
fields.  The  encyclopedia  contains  a  broad
spectrum of topics, ranging from the atmo-
spheric processes responsible for snow for-
mation; transformation of snow to ice and
changes  in  their  properties;  classification
of ice and glaciers and their worldwide dis-
tribution; glaciation and ice ages; glacier
dynamics; glacier surface and subsurface
characteristics; geomorphic processes and
landscape formation; hydrology and sedi-
mentary systems; permafrost degradation;
hazards  caused by cryospheric  changes;
and trends of glacier retreat on the global
scale  along  with  the  impact  of  climate
change. This book can serve as a source of
reference at the undergraduate and gradu-
ate level  and help  to  better  understand
snow, ice and glaciers. It will also be an in-
dispensable tool containing specialized lit-
erature for geologists, geographers, clima-
tologists,  hydrologists,  and  water  re-
sources  engineers;  as  well  as  for  those
who are engaged in the practice of agricul-
tural and civil engineering, earth sciences,
environmental  sciences and engineering,
ecosystem management,  and other rele-
vant subjects.
At hundreds of thousands of commercial,
industrial,  and  military  sites  across  the
country,  subsurface  materials  including
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groundwater are contaminated with chemi-
cal waste. The last decade has seen grow-
ing interest in using aggressive source re-
mediation technologies to remove contami-
nants  from the  subsurface,  but  there  is
limited understanding of  (1)  the effective-
ness  of  these  technologies  and  (2)  the
overall  effect of mass removal on ground-
water quality. This report reviews the suite
of technologies available for source reme-
diation and their ability to reach a variety
of cleanup goals, from meeting regulatory
standards  for  groundwater  to  reducing
costs. The report proposes elements of a
protocol for accomplishing source remedia-
tion that should enable project managers
to  decide  whether  and  how  to  pursue
source remediation at their sites.
Hydrogeology, the science of groundwater,
requires  a  multidisciplinary  approach  in-
volving many other sciences: surface hy-
drology, climatology, geology, geography,
physics,  chemistry,  biology,  and  more.
This book takes a broad view, considers
water  as  a  single  entity,  and  presents
many examples illustrating the variety of
existing hydrogeo
Groundwater Science, 2E, covers ground-
water's role in the hydrologic cycle and in
water supply, contamination, and construc-
tion issues. It is a valuable resource for stu-
dents and instructors in the geosciences
(with focuses in hydrology, hydrogeology,
and environmental science), and as a refer-
ence  work  for  professional  researchers.
This  interdisciplinary  text  weaves impor-
tant methods and applications from the dis-
ciplines of physics, chemistry, mathemat-
ics,  geology,  biology,  and environmental
science, introducing you to the mathemati-
cal  modeling  and  contaminant  flow  of
groundwater. New to the Second Edition: *
New chapter  on  subsurface  heat  flow and
geothermal systems * Expanded content
on well  construction and design, surface
water hydrology, groundwater/ surface wa-
ter interaction, slug tests, pumping tests,
and mounding analysis. * Updated discus-
sions  of  groundwater  modeling,  calibra-
tion, parameter estimation, and uncertain-
ty * Free software tools for slug test analy-
sis,  pumping  test  analysis,  and  aquifer
modeling * Lists of key terms and chapter
contents at the start of each chapter * Ex-
panded  end-of-chapter  problems,  includ-
ing more conceptual questions * Two-color
figures  *  Homework  problems  at  the  end
of  each  chapter  and  worked  examples
throughout  *  Companion  website  with
videos  of  field  exploration  and  contami-
nant  migration  experiments,  PDF  files  of
USGS reports, and data files for homework
problems * PowerPoint slides and solution
manual for adopting faculty

"Wetlands" has become a hot word in the
current  environmental  debate.  But  what
does it signify? In 1991, proposed changes
in  the  legal  definities  of  wetlands  stirred
controversy and focused attention on the
scientific  and  economic  aspects  of  their
management.  This  volume explores  how
to define wetlands. The committee--whose
members were drawn from academia, gov-
ernment, business, and the environmental
community--builds a rational, scientific ba-
sis for delineating wetlands in the lands-
cape  and  offers  recommendations  for  fur-
ther action. Wetlands also discusses the di-
verse hydrological and ecological functions
of wetlands, and makes recommendations
concerning  so-called  controversial  areas
such  as  permafrost  wetlands,  riparian
ecosystems,  irregularly  flooded  sites,  and
agricultural  wetlands.  It  presents  criteria
for identifying wetlands and explores the
problems of applying those criteria when
there are seasonal changes in water lev-
els. This comprehensive and practical vol-
ume will  be of interest to environmental
scientists and advocates, hydrologists, poli-
cymakers, regulators, faculty, researchers,
and students of environmental studies.
This  open  access  book  summarizes  the
findings of the VUELCO project, a multi-dis-
ciplinary  and  cross-boundary  research
funded by the European Commission's 7th
framework  program.  It  comprises  four
broad topics:  1.  The global  significance of
volcanic  unrest  2.  Geophysical  and geo-
chemical fingerprints of unrest and precur-
sory activity 3. Magma dynamics leading
to unrest phenomena 4. Bridging the gap
between science and decision-making Vol-
canic  unrest  is  a  complex  multi-hazard
phenomenon. The fact that unrest may, or
may not lead to an imminent eruption con-
tributes  significant  uncertainty  to  short-
-term  volcanic  hazard  and  risk  assess-
ment. Although it is reasonable to assume
that all eruptions are associated with pre-
cursory activity of some sort, the unders-
tanding of the causative links between sub-
surface processes, resulting unrest signals
and  imminent  eruption  is  incomplete.
When a volcano evolves from dormancy in-
to  a  phase  of  unrest,  important  scientific,
political and social questions need to be
addressed. This book is aimed at graduate
students, researchers of volcanic phenome-
na,  professionals  in  volcanic  hazard and
risk  assessment,  observatory  personnel,
as well as emergency managers who wish
to learn about the complex nature of vol-
canic  unrest  and  how  to  utilize  new  find-
ings to deal with unrest phenomena at sci-
entific  and  emergency  managing  levels.
This book is open access under a CC BY li-
cense.

This  is  the  first  truly  ecosystem-oriented
book on peatlands.  It  adopts an ecosys-
tems  approach  to  understanding  the
world's boreal peatlands. The focus is on
biogeochemical  patterns  and  processes,
production, decomposition, and peat accu-
mulation, and it provides additional infor-
mation on animal and fungal diversity. A
recurring  theme is  the  legacy  of  boreal
peatlands as impressive accumulators of
carbon as peat over millennia.
This text combines the science and engi-
neering of hydrogeology in an accessible,
innovative style. As well as providing physi-
cal  descriptions  and  characterisations  of
hydrogeological processes, it also sets out
the corresponding mathematical equations
for groundwater flow and solute/heat trans-
port  calculations.  And,  within  this,  the
methodological and conceptual aspects for
flow and  contaminant  transport  modelling
are discussed in detail.  This comprehen-
sive analysis forms the ideal textbook for
graduate and undergraduate students in-
terested in groundwater resources and en-
gineering, and indeed its analyses can app-
ly  to  researchers  and  professionals  in-
volved in the area.
This is a scientific view of what toxic chemi-
cals  threaten  our  environment  and  our
bodies,  what risks are exaggerated,  and
what is being downplayed in the media (as
revealed, for example, in A Civil Action).
Focusing  on  applications  and  real-world
problems, this advanced textbook explains
the  fundamentals  of  groundwater  flow for
students and professionals.
In many parts of the world, groundwater re-
sources are under increasing threat from
growing demands, wasteful use, and con-
tamination.  To  face  the  challenge,  good
planning and management practices  are
needed.  A  key  to  the  management  of
groundwater  is  the  ability  to  model  the
movement  of  fluids  and  contaminants  in
the subsurface. The purpose of this book is
to construct conceptual and mathematical
models that can provide the information re-
quired  for  making  decisions  associated
with the management of groundwater re-
sources, and the remediation of contami-
nated aquifers. The basic approach of this
book is to accurately describe the underly-
ing physics of groundwater flow and solute
transport in heterogeneous porous media,
starting at the microscopic level, and to rig-
orously  derive their  mathematical  repre-
sentation at the macroscopic levels.  The
well-posed,  macroscopic  mathematical
models are formulated for saturated, sin-
gle phase flow, as well  as for unsaturated
and multiphase flow, and for the transport
of  single  and multiple  chemical  species.
Numerical models are presented and com-
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puter codes are reviewed, as tools for solv-
ing the models. The problem of seawater
intrusion into coastal aquifers is examined
and modeled. The issues of uncertainty in
model  input  data  and  output  are  ad-
dressed.  The  book  concludes  with  a
chapter on the management of groundwa-
ter resources. Although one of the main ob-
jectives of this book is to construct mathe-
matical models, the amount of mathemat-
ics required is kept minimal.
Fundamentals  of  Ground Water  provides
the reader with the fundamental principles
of the hydraulic cycle. Also complete with
illustrations and real-life case studies, this
text takes a comprehensive and realistic
approach to the subject of hydrology. It al-
so  contains  strong  interactive  comput-
er-based programs for solving and simulat-

ing hydraulics groundwater processes.
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually
all  of  the testable terms,  concepts,  per-
sons,  places,  and events  from the  text-
book are included. Cram101 Just the FACT-
S101 studyguides give all of the outlines,
highlights, notes, and quizzes for your text-
book with optional online comprehensive
practice tests. Only Cram101 is Textbook
Specific. Accompanys: 9780133653120 .
Field  work,  supplemented  by  laboratory
studies, is a cornerstone for the geological
sciences. This volume provides an introduc-
tion to general field work through selected
topics  that  illustrate  specific  techniques
and  methodologies.  One  hundred  and
twenty-three  main  entries  prepared  by
leading authorities from around the world
deal with aspects of exploration surveys,

geotechnical  engineering,  environmental
management.  field  techniques,  mapping,
prospecting,  and  mining.  Special  efforts
were made to include topics that consider
aspects of environmental geology in partic-
ular  those  subjects  that  involve  field  in-
spections  related  to,  for  example,  the
placement  of  artificial  fills,  sediment  con-
trol in canals and waterways, the geologic
effects  of  cities,  or  the  importance  of  ex-
pansive  soils  to  environmental  manage-
ment and engineering. In addition, some
widely  ranging  topics  dealing  with  legal
affairs, geological methodology, the scope
and organization of geology, report writ-
ing, and other concepts, such as those re-
lated  to  plate  tectonics  and  continental
drift,  provide a necessary perspective to
the arena of field geology.


